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Video 224: Q&A Session #50 

by Wes Penre and Ariel Glad, April 28, 2020 
 

The video to this transcript can be found on our Video channel below each video, respectively: 

https://wespenrevideos.com    

 

___________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

e haven’t had a Q&A in a long time because we’ve been doing the video series 

about the Plandemic (we usually abbreviate it “CV”). Over time, we have received 

quite a few questions, so it’s possible that we’re going to post two Q&A videos in a 

row to catch up. However, please keep sending more questions at 

wespenreproductions@gmail.com, and put “Q&A” in the subject line, so we won’t accidentally 

miss your email.  

Now, let’s go right to the questions. 

 

Question 1: Are there any incarnations of Enki, Thoth or Marduk currently on the earth? Is it 

expected that any one of them will incarnate here within our lifetimes? Do they administer the 

affairs of earth remotely now? If so, will it remain that way until the singularity? 
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Answer: We don’t know if there is any incarnation of En.ki on Earth at this moment, but 

probably not—at least not yet. Marduk, on the other hand, has been here for thousands of 

years. He is Satan, and he’s been the Prince of this World for at least 4,000 years. Where he is 

now and which body he possesses, we don’t know.  

Question 2: Do you think with 5G a new grid will be put in place? 

Answer: It’s difficult to say exactly when the old Grid will be completely replaced with the new 

one, but it will most possibly be in conjunction with the Singularity. The new Grid will be the A.I. 

Cloud, from what we understand. 

This reality, or Earth/Solar System experience, is being changed. It would be naïve to assume 

that there will be no more catchment system for souls. What that new system will be, we 

cannot say. This should not create any fear for you. Because your life is attached to THIS current 

reality/timeline, your exit from it should be the same. In other words, you incarnated into this 

system and it is out of this system that you will make your exit. The new system is already in 

place, and it is not impossible that multiple systems can co-exist along multiple timelines. 

Question 3: Do you think the CV (the plandemic) is a battle for the throne between En.ki and 

Marduk? 

Answer: It may appear that way, but Marduk is an aspect of En.ki, and they both have a role to 

play in things to come. Marduk was appointed Prince of Earth about 4,000 years ago with 

En.ki’s approval. This is a matrix of duality, so Marduk is portrayed as the “evil one” (Satan) and 

En.ki is portraying himself as the “good one,” (God). We humans have a choice whether to 

“evolve” or “devolve.” We evolve by connecting to the nano-world, and it can be done with or 

without technology. The natural way to do it is to connect with Spirit, which is our genuine 

selves. We have made quite a few videos about our Spirit connection, but there is more to 

come in future videos. Regarding the technological aspect, that is of course the Singularity. The 

Singularity is a de-evolution into a hive mind, where our soul and Spirit get encapsulated within 

a Cloud, from which it is very difficult to break out because we will sink even deeper into 

oblivion as a human soul group. Those who choose the Singularity path will fall into a much 

deeper trap than the one we perceive ourselves in. 

CV is a lot of things all wrapped up in one package. By knowing that everything begins in the 

nonphysical before it manifests in the physical, think about how this might relate to CV and 

what it represents. Then think about how that might solidify into a physical experience for 

people. A transition is happening. At the very least, we are being moved into a new system, or a 

“new normal” as the experts are blatantly telling us. What is giving power to this movement, 

ultimately, is fear. We hope the answers to Questions 5, 6, and 7 will also give you some 

insights into how this manipulation is happening and why it is happening. 
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Question 4: The three biggest things that come to mind about the Global Elite (to me) are 1) 

Their DNA is much different than the DNA of the common man, i.e. us. 2) They have the higher 

intelligence and 3) The majority, if not all of them, originate from the solar system, making 

them hosts to the souls of true interdimensionals. Can the PTB claim the part of them that was 

once human? Is there even a hint of compassion at all within them? What happens to the 

original soul of an Elite Member? 

Answer: We will answer your questions in the order you asked them.  

1) Yes, their DNA is different in the sense that they are inbreeding into specifically designated 

bloodlines, chosen and established by En.ki a long time ago. These EL-ite members are 

instructed to marry and procreate within these designated bloodlines, instructed not to 

“pollute” them by marrying ordinary people. Some still have children with ordinary people, but 

these children are not holding any higher positions in the hierarchy. One of the reasons for 

these bloodlines is that they have much more of En.ki’s DNA than the rest of us. Therefore, 

their human bodies give the Overlords easier access and control.  

2) Some of them have higher intelligence but inbreeding also creates flaws in the DNA over 

time, and certain bloodlines have died out because of it—they can no longer reproduce, and 

they will get genetic defects. There is a good example of this if we go back about 15-20 years 

and look at the U.S. President at that time.  

3) The vast majority of the EL-ite is not human as we define human. They have human bodies, 

and some of them have souls like we do, while others don’t even have that—they are artificial 

intelligence. Note that what we think is artificial intelligence is just a scratch on the surface of 

what A.I. really is. We will go into this in more depth in upcoming videos, as well. What the EL-

ite lack that true humans have is Spirit—a true connection with the real Source. Souls and 

physical bodies are of the Matrix. There is no compassion within most of the EL-ite, although 

they can mimic compassion if they want to—something that’s common among narcissists and 

psychopaths. We don’t know for certain what happens to those among them who have a soul—

the soul will probably either be split into pieces in the Between Lives Area (BLA), or it’s getting 

recycled over and over in its original state. If we were to guess, we would go for the latter. 

Question 5: I find it very interesting and at the same time "disturbing" that the AIF (the Alien 

Invader Force), represented by Surya, i.e. Marduk, is in charge of our chakras...When I 

meditate, should I use the golden grounding cord technique? I’m not closing my chakras 

completely on a daily basis because I am human after all. What do you and Ariel suggest? What 

does it ultimately mean? 

Answer: Chakras are representative of emotions. Due to trauma, reactiveness, and 

manipulation, our emotions are hijacked and used to drain us of our life energy. The chakras 

would be the portals or the “holes” through which this energy is given. Most of us are leaking 
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out or giving away this energy constantly while being unaware that someone or something is 

feeding from this energy. When you are afraid for your survival, for example, large amounts of 

energy we are using with these emotions are being expelled from our lower chakras. Can you 

think of a situation, right now, in which people are being provoked to give out this energy? 

When we give our focus (energy) to these emotions/states of being associated with the 

appropriate frequency, we are expelling it through this portal. It is not a coincidence or mistake 

that it is commonly referred to as “being in a state of fear” or “being in love”. These are States 

of Being.  

We are FULL of energetic holes and portals, not just the common seven that are well-

promoted. We once heard it described as looking like Swiss Cheese. The one thing that we 

could suggest is to focus on being in Wholeness or Completeness. If you need a visual to 

concentrate on for meditation, get rid of the separated and segregated classic chakra image 

and replace it with one in which your energy is one of continuous flow with no “holes” or 

portals. Focus on the intention that all your energy remains with you, in wholeness and 

completion, at all times. The artificial soul that we have spoken about (which includes this 

distorted chakra mechanism) can be depleted of energy and cannot generate its own energy, 

therefore it depends on extracting it from others (which is manipulation and should be 

avoided), but the Spirit, which is at the core of our being, is never diminished and can never be 

extinguished or lessened in its capacity. We have an infinite supply of energy within ourselves, 

both to use and to share. The artificial soul with its chakras is not inherent to the true nature of 

our being.  

As for grounding visuals, intuitively choose one that is of your own making, not necessarily one 

made by others. By doing this, you know what it means, and you empower it with your own 

intention and will. ALL energetic work is intuitive, meaning that YOU determine what works 

best for you and what it means for you. In doing your practices this way, there will be no right 

or wrong. Your intentions set the rules, so to speak. 

For those who don’t know what a Grounding Cord is, go to wespenre.com and type in 

“Grounding Chord” in the search box.  

So long as we’re in the Matrix, we can’t get rid of our chakras, but what we can do is to reclaim 

them, now that we know they are hijacked (see the Wes Penre Papers, The Fifth Level of 

Learning at wespenre.com for more information). When we meditate, having the most 

benefits, it’s important to connect to Spirit, not the soul, which is another Matrix construction. 

We know that we’ve connected to Spirit when we reach the place deep inside where there is 

complete stillness and silence with no distracting thoughts. It is the “place” where we are 

completely ourselves, i.e. our core being—beyond anything that has to do with our Matrix 

existence. If we see pictures or experience going to other star systems during meditation, or if 

our thoughts start to wander, we’re still in the Matrix, and the benefits will be limited. 
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Question 6: Please help me about thoughtforms; this is driving me crazy, and I don't know what 

else to do, I am clear about what you said in video 149, but IDK what else to do. Please help me 

overcome this ... 

Answer: Thoughtforms are the things we create with our thoughts and beliefs. The only way to 

change them is to change the way you think and believe. That is the simple answer, but to do 

the work may seem very difficult. Again, just saying it may be difficult is creating a belief within 

you that it WILL be difficult. Do you see how that works? We must become aware and pay very 

close attention to the things we tell ourselves and what we think about our personal reality. 

When we recognize that we are having thoughts or beliefs that harm us rather than benefit us, 

we need to learn where those thought patterns and beliefs come from and then work to 

replace them with thoughts and beliefs that are in alignment with our own intentions. From our 

personal experience, if you are consistent, a noticeable shift will happen with your thought 

patterns, and suddenly you will notice that the fear, the bad thoughts, and the low self-esteem, 

which has been the driving force in your reality, will take a new direction. Pay attention to what 

is happening around you and as work on this. You will get signs that you are in control of your 

reality and you will begin to manifest good intentions. It may start off slowly, and the bad seem 

to outweigh the good, but if you allow yourself to keep going with your progress, you will 

suddenly realize that what you want for your life is exactly what is happening for you. It will 

also become a shift in perspective, which will increase your own confidence, and like a chain 

reaction, very soon your life is feeling better and better. Be mindful of your thoughts. Whatever 

you are thinking, the Universe will match it. This is how we learn to master the creation of our 

reality. By using your own words, we will give you an example – “this is driving me crazy” will 

become “I am at peace with where I am in my own life,” “I don’t know what else to do,” will 

become “Everything I need to know is already within me and I look forward to discovering 

everything that I have forgotten about myself,” and “please help to overcome this,” will 

become “I am strong enough to deal with and resolve the negative attitudes that I have created 

for myself because I am the master of my own mind.”  

Question 7: After going through the Second Level of Learning (WPP), I began thinking about 

how you mentioned that we unintentionally agree with the Machine World via using 

computers, cellphones, etc. for our enjoyment/everyday lives. Is it not possible that we can still 

use these things (at least to pass the time), AND disagree with the Machine World? Must we 

cease use of ALL technology or at least minimize how much we use it? The way I see it, there's 

no avoiding using technology without simply abandoning society as a whole and living off the 

land. That's of course an extreme, but that would seem to be the only option (which I honestly 

wouldn't mind), wouldn't you think so?  

Answer: Humanity, ultimately, made their choice to step on the path to the machine kingdom 

when we accepted the Industrial Revolution and maybe even earlier. Humanity chose to 

disconnect from the Earth in favor of convenience and faster, better, smarter ways of 
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production. How you choose to live your life and what conveniences you choose for yourself 

will, of course, be an individual choice, but as for turning the clock back on this path, we would 

have to go back a lot further than computers and cell phones. In this society, you are correct; 

the choice to live without technology means a more labor-intensive and simple life, but that is 

exactly what we were willing to give up to make life easier. We can see how our minds are very 

vulnerable to the carrot they dangle in front of us, can’t we? We have never been forced to 

accept anything they wanted to give us, and they will not start forcing us now. They do not 

have to. We have chosen their path every single time. What used to be considered a normal 

way of living has now become too much hard work, in our minds. As we move forward, we will 

be expected to do less and less. Life will get even easier, and for some it will feel like a dream 

come true, but the cost will be enormous. We’ve become very lazy. They know it, and they use 

our own weaknesses against us. It really is all up to us.   

As we see it, we can still use this technology, but we need to be careful. Fortunately, we are 

aware of the dangers of the Singularity, so we need to keep our main focus outside the 

electronics and not invest all, or most of our soul energy, in the digital world. We understand 

that the EL-ite will do everything they can to implant the entire world population, so they can 

control us and our thoughts more easily. When that happens, we need to decide where we 

want to draw the line and not be deceived because we’re being lazy, “hoping for the best.” But 

before that has actually happened, we need to be vigilant and keep up with what the EL-ite is 

planning and try to be one step ahead. Depending on what exactly they will do, we need to go 

from there. 

 

A heart based THANK YOU to our Tier 3 and Tier 4 Patrons for their tremendous support, which 

makes it possible for us to continue our work. Here are a few, who have accepted having their 

names mentioned in this video: 

Barbelo Trad Witch 

ArkaSofia 

MarcL 

Lucy 

Nadine&Jose 

Naturalvet 

Higherground 

Denise R. 

Kim C. 
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H H 

Esty 

Susan Hassett 

Vianne 

Hema 

Suzanna 

Lova 

αἰϝών (a-wohn) 

Stranne 

S S 

Lori22 

Ninotchka 

Conrad Nagel 

J.T. Cosmo 

 

 


